
 

 

 
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES AND TEACHER RUBRIC 

 
Minimum Implementation Requirements  

Action/Item Yes No Not 
Applicable 

Scheduled professional development training sessions were attended.     

Schedule for students to work on Classworks Interventions is in place.    

Usage Expectations per Tier on Independent Student Work (can vary): 

Tier 1 - 30-45 minutes per subject per week total 

   

Tier 2 - 45-60 minutes per subject per week total    

Tier 3 - 60-90 minutes per subject per week total    

 
 Technology (See rating scale page 3)  

Action/Item Fully  Emerging Partially  Not In 
Place 

Not 
Applicable 

Classroom technology is functioning and being maintained. 

Evidence: Observe working technology. 

     

The students are comfortable logging on and are able to 

navigate easily to the right elements without losing 

instructional time.  

 

Evidence: Observation 

     

Students have technology readily available via classroom 

computers/devices, carts or labs in order to have adequate 

time in Classworks and meet teacher implementation goal. 

 

Evidence: View goals and expectations for teacher in 

Classworks District Implementation Plan and view Student 

Usage Report for student usage data (attached). 

     

 
Use of Classworks Assessments 

Action/Item Fully Emerging Partially  Not In 
Place 

Not 
Applicable 

District-wide assessments have been administered.  
 
Evidence: Recommendations Report By Class (attached)  

     

Teacher has a clear action plan/understanding of how the 
assessment results inform the students tiered 
placement/instructional planning. 

Evidence: Two students’ data reviewed in Classworks using 
Recommendations Report and Individualized Learning Report  

     

Progress monitoring is administered regularly. 

Evidence: (Student sample) Progress Monitoring Results (attached) 

     

Suggested Professional Development -- two half day sessions, delivered approximately six weeks apart.  
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Classworks Classroom Instruction 

Action/Item Fully  Emerging Partially Not In 
Place 

Not 
Applicable 

Classworks Integrated Reading Activities or Applied Math Activities 

incorporated into weekly lesson planning and execution.  

Evidence: Lesson plans  

     

Classworks Integrated Reading Activities or Applied Math Activities 

are used as an instructional tool in the classroom.  

Evidence: Observation. Teacher can articulate how Classworks 

classroom instruction is being used as tool and integrated into his/her 

instruction . 

     

Teacher uses technology to model skills.  Evidence: Observation      

Suggested Professional Development -- two half day sessions per subject. 

 
Independent Student Instruction 

Action/Item Fully  Emerging Partially  Not In 
Place 

Not 
Applicable 

All appropriate students are receiving and working on instruction. 

(teacher assigned or generated by appropriate assessment data) 

Evidence: Possible reports: Assignment Results Report, 

Individualized Learning Results, Skills Summary Reports 

     

Teacher accesses data and makes informed data-driven decisions 

using Classworks dashboards and reports.  

Evidence: Two students’ data reviewed and discussed in Classworks 

and using Individualized Learning Results (attached) 

     

Teacher conferences with students, reassigns instruction as 

necessary.  

Evidence: Teacher shares schedule for conferencing and can 

articulate how conferences are conducted OR Observation.  

     

Suggested Professional Development -- three half day sessions, delivered over one semester 

 

Rating Scale  
For each Action/Item, teachers use the following rating scale: 
 

❖ Fully = Action/Item is fully executed or in place as intended. (3 points) 

❖ Emerging = Action/Item has been partially executed as intended or is emerging. (2 points) 

❖ Partially = Action/Item is in place but not being implemented as intended. (1 point) 

❖ Not In Place = Item is not in place during the lesson/interview. (0 points) 

❖ Not Applicable = Action/Item is not part of this implementation. (i.e. the Classworks 

assessments are not part of the implementation) 

 
Count points for all the applicable Action/Items and note the average for each section.  
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Frequently Asked Questions  
 
How much professional development is needed? 
To ensure all staff members can fully implement all elements of the program, we offer the following guidelines: 

● Assessment - Two half day sessions 
● Classroom instruction - Two half day sessions per subject 
● Independent student instruction - Three half day sessions 

 
How do I make sure my team is fully implementing across the rubric?  
Make sure folks participate fully in the recommended professional development sessions! Remind them of in-product 
chat! Stay connected with updates.classworks.com. Encourage them to reach out as much as needed in between the 
PD sessions. We love to experience the aha moment with our partners! 
 
Can we do all the Professional Development at the beginning of the year?  
A single professional development session, or two days in a row, is not as successful as smaller sessions delivered over 
the course of a semester. The sessions allow users to build their practices and apply their new knowledge, and also to 
figure out what works best for their students.  
 
Is Classworks hard to use?  
No, Classworks is pretty straightforward. The Professional Development sessions include tips for effective integration 
into your school day and information about making meaningful decisions based on data. This, combined with product 
training, ensures fidelity so students and teachers see maximum results.  
 
Who attends what session?  
Great question. This is where you’ll want to talk with your Classworks team. It’s really important that each session be 
relevant and actionable for how each staff member will be using Classworks. 
 
My teachers are responsible for Tier 2 in their classroom and will be individualizing instruction for students in 
centers. Do they need all three sessions for the independent learning? 
Yes! This is a very popular Classworks Tier 2 use. Classworks really helps the teacher effectively individualize without 
giving them ‘one more thing to do’. These sessions ensure the teachers are able to help every student without feeling 
overwhelmed.  
 
We’re using Renaissance STAR. Do we need the Classworks Assessment Training?  
Probably not. If you are using your own assessment data to individualize instruction, this is not going to be relevant for 
you or your team. 
 
How many people in a session? We prefer 20 people or less in a session, but we’ll always to work to meet your needs 
as a district. 
 
But you don’t sell half days? This usually works out once trainees are identified. However, if there is an odd half day 
we make sure the rest of a day is spent on-site modeling or coaching users as they work with students. Typically, a day 
has a morning session with one group and an afternoon session with another. Then, over the course of the semester, 
we mix and match as the staff evolves with their implementation. 
 
Can we mix and match across the district? 
Yes! We love to see (for example) Interventionists from multiple schools come together for relevant sessions.  

 


